Abstract-Equipment support resources are the substantial prerequisites for decision-making in equipment support task. The renewable resources especially the scarce ones are usually limited in quantity. On account of the limited resource units that can be assigned to activities, the project completion time will most likely be greater than the duration that critical path method has originally calculated, without taking into account the resource usage limit. To ensure that the task will be completed within the scheduled task duration and to increase the feasibility of the decision making of an equipment support task, the task has to be scheduled under resource constraint, which belongs to resource constrained project schedule problem (RCPSP). Specific components such as initialization, crossover, mutation, and repairing operators, et al., of the genetic algorithms are designed to solve the problem. The efficiency of the adopted method is demonstrated by obtaining the optimal solutions to a benchmark instance with medium scale.
INTRODUCTION
Equipment support resources are substantial conditions which affect not only the execution of equipment support task but also the equipment support decision in task scheduling. The resources can be classified either as renewable or non-renewable. Non-renewable resources are consumed by the activities while renewable resources are not consumed and keep the same stock along the entire lifetime of the project. However, the renewable resources especially the scarce ones such as storage space and manpower, et al., are usually limited in quantity. On account of the limited resource units that can be assigned to activities, the project completion time after resource allocation will most likely be greater than the duration that critical path method (CPM) has originally calculated, without taking into account the resource usage limit. It is obvious that an equipment support decision with inadequate consideration of the resource usability will result in an unexpected ending. For decision-makers in a task of equipment support, the activities of which must be scheduled under resource constrained conditions such that the project will be completed within the scheduled task duration, which is advantageous in organizing and carrying out of the equipment support task in line with the predetermined schedule. How to properly arrange the activities in a task under constraint of limited resources belongs to resource constrained project schedule problem (RCPSP) [1, 2] . The objective of resource constrained project schedule problem is to properly schedule dependent activities over time such that the task duration is minimized while the resource requirements have to be met.
Since its advent, RCPSP has been widely studied over the past few decades. The suggested algorithms can be classified into two categories: exact solution methods and heuristic algorithms.
Mingozzi et al. [3] and Brucker et al. [4] developed branch and bound algorithms, and Gavish and Pirkul [5] used dynamic programming. Blazewicz et al. proved that RCPSP is nondeterministic polynomial (NP)-hard in the strong sense such that the computation time for obtaining the optimal solution using exact algorithms can be extremely long for project even of medium scale. As a result, many procedures have been proposed in the past to overcome the combinatorial explosion problem. The approaches are grouped into priority rule-based methods, classical metaheuristics, non-standard metaheuristics, and other heuristics. Of the classical metaheuristics, there are genetic algorithms (GAs), tabu search (TS), simulated annealing (SA), and ant systems (AS), scatter search (SS), filter-and-fan approach [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . For a detailed description of basic components of heuristics such as schedule generation schemes, priority rules, and representations, the reader is referred to [12] [13] [14] [15] .
This work is focused on a genetic based metaheuristic algorithm to handle the RCPSP in decision making of the equipment support task.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section ΙΙ the resource constrained project schedule problem is briefly formulated, in section III the basic components of genetic algorithms are discussed. Effectiveness demonstration of the algorithm with a numerical example is given in Section IV. Section V concludes the work.
II. FORMULATION
An equipment support task can be modeled using an activity-on-arrow (AOA) network. The task is consisted of N activities in all including the dummy ones. The set of all activities of the project is denoted by A = (a 1 , …, a N ), and the first and the last activity, a 1 and a N , are, by convention, defined as dummy activities, i.e., activities that require zero execution time. The adjacent matrix of the activities is denoted X, which is an upper right triangular matrix due to the fact that the AOA network is a directed acyclic diagram (DAG). The element of X, x ij , is 1 if there exists an edge or activity between node i and j, or 0 otherwise. Except for the symbol expression of an activity in the project, a node pair denotation of an activity in AOA network is an alternative. Under the node pair denotation, i−j denotes an activity between the node pair (i, j), and there is no more than one activity between each pair of nodes. The set of all activities of the project is alternatively denoted by A={i−j|x ij =1}. Sets of all immediate predecessor and successor activities of an activity i-j are denoted by P i−j and S i-j , respectively. For resource constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP), activities are related by two types of constraints. The first one is a precedence relation between i−j and P i-j which forces activity i−j not to be started before any one of its immediate predecessor activities P i−j has been finished. This type of constraint can be modeled using a precedence graph. The constraint of the second type is related to the renewable resource requirements. Activities use renewable resources that are provided in limited capacities. The number of renewable resource types is K. While being processed, activity i−j requires 0 , k j i r  units of resource of type k =1, 2, …, K, during every time instant of its non-preemptable duration d i−j . Resource type k has a limited capacity of R k , constant through the project execution, which cannot be violated at any time period, i.e., the sum of resource usage of all ongoing activities A t in time period t should not exceed R k units of resource type k =1, 2, …,
r  , and R k are assumed to be nonnegative, deterministic, and integer.
The decision variable in a schedule of RCPSP is the actual finish time of activity i-j, AF j i t  . The objective for RCPSP is to find a schedule of the task such that the task duration is minimized subject to precedence and resource constraints. The model is formulated as an optimization problem as in (1a) and (1b).
In the model,
AS j i
t  and h-i P i-j are the actual start time and one of the immediate predecessor activities of activity i-j respectively, and k t b is the as-yet-unused resource units of type k at time point t.
III. GENETIC ALGORITHM
GA is essentially an iteration procedure that operates on sets of decision variables, and it start with expression of the chromosome.
A. Chromosome Expression
An indirect expression of a chromosome is adopted, in which an ordered activity list is a chromosome. Though an activity in AOA network can be named by either an integer or an edge between a node pair, we choose here to use the former for simplicity and ease of description. Thus, a chromosome is essentially composed of N integers, corresponding to N activities, and it stands for a possible order with which all activities of the task are to be scheduled. Suppose C is one of the chromosome in current generation, and c p , p = 1, 2, …, N, is the activity in gene position p, the chromosome can then be expressed as follows.
Due to the utilization of indirect coding scheme, the chromosome could be precedence infeasible which results from the mutation operator. If it happens, the repairing operator is used to rectify the logic relationships among activities. As for when the activities in a precedence feasible chromosome will be scheduled to actually start, it is subject to the condition of resource constraint.
Once the chromosome structure is properly expressed, population can be initialized using the designed structure.
B. Initialization
Due to the existence of both precedence and resource constraints, the usually adopted random way to initialize the population will yield a considerable amount of infeasible schedules. To guarantee to generate precedence and resource feasible chromosome in initial population, a single-pass strategy is used alternatively. It fills a schedule from left to right with schedulable activities one at a time in a fixed order. The schedulable activities S t are the set of activities each being as-yet-unscheduled, and the set of the immediate predecessors of each being a subset of the set of the as-yet-scheduled or partial scheduled activities PS t . At any point in decision of selecting an activity from the set of schedulable activities, it assigns priority among competing activities on a purely random basis. The set of the partial scheduled activities is updated whenever an activity is scheduled. The initialization is complemented in an iterative way until all activities have been scheduled. The procedure is shown below. 
C. Evaluation
During each generation, the individuals in the current population are evaluated. To evaluate an individual, the chromosome is decoded first. When decoding, both the precedence and the resource constraints are enforced. Each activity is scheduled only if all of its predecessors are completed and its resource requirements are met. By decoding, the actual start time of activity i-j,
Since the RCPSP is formulated as a minimization problem, and the roulette wheel selection is a fitnessproportional selection, a transformation is utilized to map the natural objective function to a fitness function in order to ensure the fitter individual has a lower objective function value.
The transformation is implemented by either a relative fitness function as in (2) or an absolute fitness function as in (3) .
For small scale problem, both of them can be used to evaluate the chromosome, whereas the absolute one is preferred to evaluate chromosomes of medium scale problem or even those of large scale.
D. Crossover Operator
Due to elaborately designed initialization of population, all the chromosomes are precedence feasible. To prevent from interrupting the precedence feasibility of a schedule at the early stage, an efficient crossover operator is utilized to implement the crossover operation of two precedence feasible chromosomes. The remarkable merit of the technique is that the offspring is still precedence feasible after crossover. The operation is sketched in Fig. 1 . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 3 4 6 5 2 7 A random position is selected as α=3, for parents of a pair of chromosomes, therefore the crossover operation is executed between the third and the fourth gene positions of parents p 1 and p 2 . 
E. Mutation Operator
Mutation operator is designed with the intensive search strategy. It is incorporated with the neighborhood technique to try to make a schedule to be λ-optimum which
means it is better than any other solutions in the neighborhood. Unlike in crossover operation, in mutation operation, a schedule may become infeasible, and the repairing operator is therefore needed to resolve the precedence conflict for the illegal neighbors.
F. Repairing Operator
Repairing operator is activated whenever a chromosome is checked as a precedence infeasible one. Given that an infeasible schedule S NF = [v 1 , …, v j , …, v N ] is detected and saved as S, and V j is the set of the first j activities of the chromosome S, so a repairing operator is needed to make the chromosome S precedence feasible. Repairing operator is functioned by adjusting genes among positions to make sure that any activity in the set of the immediate successor activities of activity g = v j , S g , should not be placed before gene position j. In the end, the schedule S NF is updated by S. The repairing process is shown in ALG-2. Table II . The GA program is run randomly 10 times, and seven out of ten solutions have attained the exact ones of the problem, which shows the capability of the GA. The evolution process of the problem is shown in Fig.  3 . The optimum duration 64 is obtained in the 9th generation for the AOA network, which is the same as that of the AON network. It demonstrates that the proposed algorithm can find the known optimum rapidly. V. CONCLUSIONS Decision making of equipment support task with limited resources belongs to resource constrained project schedule problem. An especially designed genetic algorithm is utilized to find the optimum schedule. Numerical result shows the efficiency of the proposed algorithm for solution of problems with medium scale. Future efforts will be focused on incorporation of forwardbackward improvement operator into this version to expand the ability of the proposed approach. 
